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E-Motional:
artistic content in progress
E-Motional Bodies & Cities was a complex two-year mobility and artistic exchange dance programme, gathering artists and dance
professionals from six countries – Romania, Ireland, Latvia, Cyprus, United Kingdom and Turkey, who developed new projects, individually or in collaboration, or explored and connected with new artistic contexts, that were scarcely known before. Undertaken
between May 2011 – April 2013, the project was organised by Gabriela Tudor Foundation (Bucharest, Romania), as lead coordinator, in partnership with Dublin Dance Festival and Dance Ireland (Ireland), the Association of Professional Dance Choreographers
(Riga, Latvia), Dance House Lemesos (Limassol, Cyprus) and body>data>space (London, UK), as co-organisers. It benefitted
from the support of the Culture 2007-2013 programme of the European Union, the European Cultural Foundation and a variety of
local funders and supporters in each of the project countries.
For two years, E-Motional has supported the contemporary dance communities from participating countries through a complex
programme of artistic research (17 artists, 5 working periods), residencies (18 projects supported, over 30 participating artists),
mobility and networking grants (26 exploratory visits), dance management fellowships (13 fellows) and workshops (2 sessions),
performance exchanges (15 events), two co-productions and a concluding festival/forum. The professional development of dance
artists and managers alike has represented a key element in the project vision.
On its conceptual level, E-Motional has approched the relation between the human body, the urban and geo-political context.
What could be emotional within motion and movement and in relation with different cities and contexts (cultural, personal, virtual)?
E-Motional referred firstly to a movement that comes out from something, that brings out something, and further plays with the idea
of movement in its interior and exterior states. It also referred to Europe in movement, which is understood as an interior continent,
with its personal histories and sceneries, forming an emotional map. The project moved in space, a concrete space where the
encounters between people led to new approaches of artistic development, a learning opportunity to all those involved.

We believed it is equally important to address both the professional development and the experimental feature of contemporary
dance, which is why learning and networking experiences, artistic research and performance exchanges were intertwined in the
fabric of E-Motional. Furthermore, the project was open to all interested professionals from contemporary dance: choreographers,
dancers, managers, dance critics, as well as to artists from associated fields (visual arts, new media, music) through a variety of
activities.
Along its way, E-Motional has tried to find ways to capitalise the results of processes, which are most of the time invisible, such as
that of continuous professional development of artists and that of experiment. In a context hungered by consumerism and finished
product, the project has celebrated the idea of process and has facilitated the access of the audience to the efervescent creativity
of the collaboration between extremely different artists.
E-Motional has represented in itself a generator of new artistic contents, somehow unusual for the more and more atomized contexts in our countries, through the collaboration model it created. By gathering different profiles of artists and different aesthetics to
focus on a simple theme (body and city), the project assumed a risk that proved to be succesful. Something came back – and not
only that, for instance, the 10 artists participating to the research strand matched, thus giving us the hope that we could maybe
patent an inspired formula of matching artists.
Starting from the performative walk as a practice of getting to know and of mapping a neighbourhood, to bringing dance on a
radio, to discovering the rhythm of a skate-park or the pace of a pair of boots walking in the rain, through mud, to a performative
experiment exploring resonance through movement, or to capturing the present in order to leave it as inheritance to those that we
will be 30 years from now and to many other projects and visions, E-Motional has celebrated the artistic processes and experiment.
We hoped to have made visible things that prove to be invisible most of the time.
The present project catalogue gives an insight into the variety of activities connecting over 10 European cities, from Bucharest to
Dublin to Riga to Limassol and London, to mention just the main ones. Passing through the chapters dedicated to each participating country, to the selected text-based diary documenting the most important E-Motional activity – the Artistic Research, together
with the accompanying visual diary, this catalogue is a living archive of a multi-layered project, a direct investment into over 150
artists and dance managers across Europe.
We would like to thank to all participating artists, co-organisers’ teams, associated partners and funders who embarked with us on
this beautiful journey.
Ștefania Ferchedău & Cosmin Manolescu
initiators of E-Motional
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ROMANIA

FOCUS: ROMANIA
The E-Motional Bodies & Cities programme has capitalised the 15-year experience of the project leader, Gabriela Tudor
Foundation (previously known as Project DCM Foundation) in developing and promoting contemporary dance in Romania. Set
up by Cosmin Manolescu and Gabriela Tudor in 1997, the Foundation is a leading cultural organisation based in Bucharest,
currently developing international exchange projects and supporting mobility in-between countries.
The Foundation covers professional development of dance artists (workshops, residencies, training sessions), audience
development programmes (courses, workshops, film screenings), production and presentation (performances, festivals,
platforms) and distribution in Romania and abroad. The Foundation is also producing the artistic projects created by Cosmin
Manolescu & Serial Paradise Company. Starting with 2009, the Foundation is annually offering the Gabriela Tudor fellowship in
cultural management for emerging cultural managers.
Though already initiator or part of extensive international cooperation projects and co-organiser in other European programmes, with E-Motional the Foundation became for the first time lead-organiser of a European multi-layered project
involving many countries and partners. While capitalising and developing previous professional ties with partners and artists
among whom Laurie Uprichard (former director of Dublin Dance Festival), Olga Žitluhina (Latvia), Ghislaine Boddington (UK),
or Mustafa Kaplan (Turkey), the project embarked on a very ambitious journey, which involved more than 150 participants,
working and exchanging between participating countries of Romania, Ireland, Latvia, Cyprus, UK and Turkey.
Over 40 Romanian dance professionals and other artists have benefitted from the project along the two-year period, by getting involved in the different project strands – Artistic Research, ArtistNe(s)t residencies, mobility and networking grants, GT
Fellowship, performances exchanges, collaborative projects and the final festival/forum. Additionally, the Foundation has organised the activities in relation with Turkey (one artist involved in residencies and one manager benefitting from the fellowship),
and also two dance management workshops – the Motion Toolkit, addressed to the dance communities in Cyprus and Latvia.
Through its dimension and number of beneficiaries, as well as the organisational capacity benefit brought to the structures
involved, E-Motional has proved to be an essential investment in people, as it brought a larger visibility of the Romanian dance
scene at international level and created networking, artistic exchange and distribution opportunities for Romanian artists
involved.

“The experience in Bucharest is always on my mind. It is rare to find such a good opportunity and good people to work with, who are interested in the
project and who are very interesting as well. I feel very lucky! Thank you again for the support, it would not have been possible without your commitment.”
Özlem Alkış, choreographer, ArtistNe(s)t residency and collaborative performance

The project started at an essential time, when support for artistic collaboration at international level and the development of
new work was scarce in Romania, due to the loss of the space of the National Dance Centre in Bucharest (in 2011), along with
accompanying cuts of funds as a result of the economic crisis. As the project outcomes already show, Romanian artists were
involved in two collaborative performances resulted from E-Motional, one from the Artistic Research in Riga – Layers (by Laura
Murphy, IE/ Gemma Riggs, UK/ and Mircea Ghinea, RO), and from the residencies – ReVerbs, the collaboration between Turkish
choreographer Özlem Alkış and Romanian musician Vlaicu Golcea, while (anti) aging by Mădălina Dan and Mihaela Dancs
became the most successful Romanian performance of the past two years, with almost 20 performances to date.
The final project event, the E-Motional Festival: moving bodies & cities, which took place in Bucharest between April 12-14,
2013 tried to give an insight into all the project achievements, by showing both artistic processes and project results to a larger
audience. The festival included video-installation openings, public events and process sharings dedicated to the E-Motional
artistic research, artist talks, performances from Romania, Latvia, Cyprus and Turkey, among which the premiere of the two
international co-productions, as well as roundtables focusing on artistic collaboration at international level. The festival gathered
over 30 artists participating in the programme, alongside other artists and presenters from the project countries, as well as from
Portugal, USA and Japan.
Another major achievement for the Foundation as lead-organiser is the establishment of the ZonaD studio (zonadstudio.wordpress.com)
in Bucharest in 2012, in connection with E-Motional, as the space started to host residencies and other project related activities.
In this way, the EU project has contributed essentially to the set up of a new infrastructure for contemporary dance in Bucharest.
The excellent collaboration established between partners from Romania and Latvia has already generated a new project E-Motional: re-thinking dance, to be undertaken between 2013-2015, while the impact of the ArtistNe(s)t residencies at local
level in Bacau has transformed a previous associated partner – “George Apostu” Cultural Centre – in full co-organiser in the
new project.
Despite inherent difficulties encountered within the management of such an extensive project, the E-Motional Bodies & Cities
programme has proved to be an over-achieving project, through the increased number of activities, compared to the ones
planned, as well as its excellent results and outputs. The programme has officially ended in April 2013, but the strong links
created between organisations, artists and countries are moving towards new projects and artistic ventures.

“The three weeks spent in this research process were very intense, consistent and engaging, at both levels, human and professional. It was very rewarding
to be part of a generous and mature group of artists. We are a good match on a human level, there is a lot of listening and understanding others’ individual
approach, a lot of feelings and emotional sharing. (...) As an ongoing process, I have made this exercise of capturing in my memory what was happening to
me in the group, in the city of Dublin, zooming in on what triggered my attention, taking notes and photos. It was a very sensitive way of functioning, a very
rewarding and intense one, as it is a sharp way of approaching life and people.
This approach brought me the sense of belonging, even for a short while, to a group, a city, a context, a world.”
– Mădălina Dan, choreographer, on the Artistic Research in Dublin

“I was amazed about how well everything went in Riga. The
project has a good base as long as everybody felt good to be
part of it. Totaldobze had a big positive impact. Totally different
from what we’re used to, but at the same time very welcoming.
About ‘the team’, it was great we were all coming from different
fields, so this way the puzzle was easier and nicer to build. Great
that we went outside of Riga, this way we had a better view on
Latvia. The final presentation was cool, but much more busy than
we expected. In the end we had quite a lot to show. We were all
glad to see what we did, and to notice that the people who came
were happy about it.”
– Mircea Ghinea, dance artist, on the Artistic Research in Riga
“Somehow, in the current times we get overwhelmed with the
complexity of the projects, and slowly narrow our thinking up to
the point that we may become victims of our own choices. The
Motion Toolkit workshop gave me the possibility to have some
time to re-orient those choices, have a deeper understanding of
the real intention behind the aims I set to my projects. (...) This
workshop was a life lesson, a professional growth, I would definitively repeat the experience again and recommend it to other
peers who want to engage in a deeper understanding of cultural
management and their own motives to do so.”
- Jazmin Chiodi, IE, manager, on the Motion Toolkit workshop
in Riga

“The whole experience was, for sure, an important asset to my professional life, as it gave me a clearer view on the domain I activate in, a larger vision on
its problems, opportunities and ways of dealing with and using them. The effects are long term, still developing and influencing the evolution of my next
projects. It was also a great source of inspiration at both work and personal levels.” – Ana Colțatu, Gabriela Tudor fellowship

ORGANISERS
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Gabriela Tudor Foundation
Cosmin Manolescu, Project manager & Artistic Research facilitator
Ștefania Ferchedău, Project coordinator & administrator
Ana Colțatu, Production assistant
Raluca Pop, Communication assistant
Daniela Tache, E-Motional festival logistics
Cătălin Nicolescu, E-Motional festival technical coordinator
PO Box 22-183, 014780 Bucharest, Romania . T: +40 722 322 366, +40 740 300 124 . E: contact@e-motional.eu; serial.paradise@artsf.ro.
W: www.e-motional.eu; http://zonadstudio.wordpress.com/; www.gabrielatudor.ro
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Doina Barbu, Financial manager
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Romania photos (in order of appearance): (anti) aging performance at the E-Motional Festival, April 14, 2013; credit
Alex Chelba; ReVerbs performance, premiere at the E-Motional Festival, April 13, 2013; credit Cosmin Manolescu;
Artistic Research performative walk in Bucharest, April 13, 2013; credit Alex Chelba; Ana Maria Costea, residency
presentation in Bacau, May 2012; credit Mari Bucur; E-Motional opening speeches at the National Museum of
Contemporary Art, April 12, 2013; credit Gemma Riggs.

IRELAND

FOCUS: IRELAND
E-Motional Bodies & Cities in Ireland was a joint effort by three diverse organisations, Dance Ireland and Dublin Dance
Festival as co-organisers and the Irish World Academy of Music and Dance/University of Limerick as associate partner.
Dance Ireland is the representative body for dance in Ireland, dedicated to providing training programmes, development
opportunities and practical support for the needs of the dance community. Since 2006, it manages DanceHouse, a purpose-built rehearsal venue in Dublin. Featuring six studios, an artists’ resource room and exhibition spaces, DanceHouse
is a hub for the dance sector and the wider dance community. Within E-Motional, Dance Ireland was responsible for the
ArtistNe(s)t residencies and the Artistic Research strands.
Dublin Dance Festival is the leading dance event in Ireland. Each year in May, the Festival brings together dance artists
and choreographers from across the world to share vibrant contemporary dance with audiences in Ireland. It also provides
a platform for Irish artists to develop their work in an international context, attracting many prominent dance promoters
from overseas. The Dublin Dance Festival was responsible for the performance exchange, Gabriela Tudor Fellowships and
mobility grant strands.
The Irish World Academy of Music and Dance/UL is a centre of academic and performance excellence housed at the University of Limerick, in the west of Ireland. It provides a space where musicians, dancers, composers, singers, conductors
and choreographers explore together alongside musicologists and choreologists. The Academy hosted, in collaboration
with Dance Ireland, a number of international artists as part of the ArtistNe(s)t residencies strand.

“This Fellowship was a very nourishing professional experience. It did broaden my knowledge as a cultural manager.”
- Jazmin Chiodi from Iseli-Chiodi Dance Company who travelled to Riga on a Gabriela Tudor Fellowship.

“As a networking opportunity, the experience was very valuable.”
- Liv O’Donoghue, an independent choreographer and dancer who travelled to Limassol on a Mobility Grant.

Linking three national organisations, E-Motional Bodies & Cities represented a valuable example of how an
international project can create collaborations on a national level, providing for resources to be pooled for the
mutual benefit of all. As the final two events of E-Motional in Ireland were supported by Firkin Crane in Cork, it
meant that a fourth organisation partnered in the project, thus allowing for E-Motional to reach out to three main
national cities across Ireland.
Importantly from the Irish perspective, the design of E-Motional ensured that a substantial number of artists
and cultural managers exchanged and connected internationally through a wide range of events. Overall,
Ireland delivered 7 residencies including one artistic research period (7 outgoing artists; 11 incoming artists);
9 mobility grants (3 outgoing artists; 3 incoming artists; 5 fellowships (3 outgoing managers; 2 incoming
managers); 7 performances (4 incoming companies; 3 outgoing companies).
It has been enormously valuable for Irish professional dance artists, producers, educators and managers to
widen their horizons, explore, observe, exchange and network with colleagues and counterparts in the other
E-Motional countries. This has and will surely continue to create opportunities for artists, host organisations and
managers to make contacts and professional links that can potentially lead to future projects beyond those
undertaken by E-Motional itself.

“I loved being in Dublin with Olga, Arianna, Fearghus, Luke and Madalina. I liked recording their impressions in a summer of rain. It
was so green outside! I loved joining in the Touching Dance with them and I loved it when they danced to recordings of Dubliners
who’d sung into my mic… It was touching, how close the artists became, and I have often wondered what happened next. Thank
you, e-motional.” - Frances Byrnes, Radio Producer and Dramatist and E-motional Bodies & Cities Associate Artist.

“Cure, the solo I’ve just premiered isn’t an
official product of the E-motional Bodies
and Cities project, and yet as I reflect on
what people say about the work I realise
how much of what they appreciated
I’ve been able to practice as part of my
research with Olga, Arianna, Madalina and
Luke. Our research investigation and the
project design gave me time to be in unfamiliar but stimulating environments where I
was free to try new approaches and reach
beyond habitual performance modes
with the support of artists I respect. The
freedom from delivering product meant
that I could risk to explore something new,
not just in terms of output, but in terms
of how work connects with others. I am
very grateful for the time, context and
people (fellow artists and project partners)
that gave me the chance to grow in
this way, as an artist and as a person. I
have no doubt that there are many more
‘outcomes’ of this E-motional Bodies and
Cities research investment still to come.”
- Fearghus Ó Conchúir, an independent
choreographer and dance artist participating in Artistic Research.
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Dance Ireland
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Siân Cunningham – General Manager
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Irish World Academy of Music and Dance – University of Limerick
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Irish World Academy of Music and Dance - University of Limerick
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Ireland photos (in order or appearance): Artistic Research in Dublin, May/June 2012; credit Mary Wycherley; Lia Haraki performing
Tune In in Dublin, Jan/Feb 2013; credit Harry Antoniades; Divya Kasturi performing in Dublin, May 2012; credit Sam Abraham; Artistic
Research in Limassol, November 2012; credit Suzana Phialas.

LATVIA

FOCUS: LATVIA
E-Motional has completed –
the net continues to grow
After 8 years of mainly focusing on supporting local artists within the country, the connection with the regions of Latvia,
organising workshops with foreign teachers by using personal contacts, HA – the Association of Professional Dance Choreographers is presently involved in activities that bring Latvian artists abroad and encourage them to engage in international
collaborations. This pushes forward professional development through research, communication and observation. In total
30 dance artists and managers from Latvia have been involved in the activities of 20 projects, which brought confidence
and awareness and as a result empowered emerging artists. Every creative process, guest performance or visit to a partner
organisation / festival let artists come back home more confident and happy and full of enthusiasm and motivation to move
on and to develop new dance.
Through its process E-Motional has created a net of activities, which were somehow connected. Along the way new and
fresh ideas from the participants came on a surface to net it even more. The best thing is that the net continues to grow also
after the last activity of E-Motional. As the follow up to the cooperation between Gabriela Tudor Foundation and HA, a new
artistic project has started. This cooperation allows communication between partners grow at a new level. “Scratching the
surface” and “getting to know” is not needed anymore and we can start from the essence. E-Motional has completed – the
net continues to grow.

“«When you give yourself, you get back more than yourself» (Antoine de Saint-Exupery). This sentence from the Little Prince is the motto for my last half of
the year and also of the trip to Romania both as an individual, as well as a choreographer and performer… Personally I got the motivation not to stop,
to move on even if it is very difficult sometimes or it seems even not possible.”
Roberts Mucins, choreographer, on the E-Motional Festival: moving bodies & cities, Bucharest, April 2013

In order to help E-Motional beneficiaries to meet “in action” and to attract recognition for contemporary dance in Latvia
several E-Motional activities were organised in the frame of the international dance festival Time to Dance 2012. Through
E-Motional guest performances, both Latvian and international audiences got to know several interesting artists from Romania, Great Britain and Ireland. Some of them, like Iona Kewney and Joseph Quimby (Scotland) have been invited to come
back and perform again in summer 2013. E-Motional has completed – the net continues to grow.
For several Latvian artists E-Motional proved to be a good springboard to move on. One has become enthusiastic to get involved in dance projects and search for her identity as a dance artist, another has developed the solo she started in frame
of the project residency strand and she is now performing it in Latvia. One more has taken the responsibility to coordinate
residence programs in Ainazi. As a result of the E-Motional experience, the artists want now to get more involved more and
help the net grow. E-Motional has completed – the net continues to grow.
The dance management workshop Motional Toolkit turned out to be one of the most important activities for Latvia. The
artists understood that there is no one but them to influence dance development. During the Motional Toolkit the confidence
came together with knowledge, and people were enthusiastic to use it not only for their own sake but for HA’s development.
As HA is the only organisation taking care of contemporary dance artists and activities in Latvia, to have this motivation in
members and to keep going by changing is paramount. Motion Toolkit has helped to start the reorganisation in HA, which
will allow us to work in a more effective way. E-Motional has completed – the net continues to grow.

“Thinking about artistic collaboration. As the project was extremely international in the sense that the Artistic Research scheme involved only one participant
from each of the countries, so that nationalistic tendencies were excluded. And in some sense it felt that national identity exists only when shared, i.e.,
represented by more than one person. Also the collaboration among different genres excluded the dominance of one art form. As a result extremely hybrid
and democratic models emerged where the sense of individual value and superiority seemed to be completely absent. New form of Paradise? Death or art
of representation? Death of artistic creation as result oriented?” - Inta Balode, dance critic, on the Artistic Research process sharing in Bucharest, April 2013
“Already at the age of 6, children are searching for freedom. I don’t understand why I thought
that freedom for children would be different? I found that I also live with clichés. Working with
children changed the idea of choreography that I had at the start of the residency. The time
spent with children guided me to the question ‘Do we know who we are and what we really
think?’, which became the main theme of the choreography.”
- Kristine Vismane, choreographer, on her residency in Cyprus, July 2012

“Positive… A fantastic team, amazing artists, we felt each other after the first day on presentation, felt each other better than knew, and quite fast. The local
artists’ goal at first was to do the documentation, but after a while they became part of the team. No control, no pushing, no curator, no moderator. The
group work took out all of the past memories, brought us closer to each other. The city was like a grater - each day it took away the unnecessary. Possibility
to attend morning classes everyday (that I did).” - Olga Žitluhina, choreographer, on the Artistic Research Process in Dublin, May/June, 2012

ORGANISER
TEAM & CONTACT
Association of Professional Contemporary Dance Choreographers of Latvia /
Latvijas Profesionālās mūsdienu dejas horeogrāfu asociācija
Ilze Zīriņa, Project coordinator
Daiga Rutka, Project assistant
Dzirnavu street 46, Riga, LV 1010, Latvia . E: horasoc@gmail.com . W: www.dance.lv
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Latvia photos (in order of appearance): Lynnette Moran (IE) in residency in Latvia with local artists Ilze Zirina,
Ramona Galkina, Guntis Spridzans, Valerijs Olehno; credit Daiga Rutka; Motion Toolkit workshop in Riga;
credit Daiga Rutka; Gemma Riggs, Laura Murphy, Alexis Vassiliou, Mircea Ghinea, artistic research in Riga;
credit Toms Grīnbergs; Artistic Research process sharing in Bucharest; credit Alex Chelba.

CYPRUS

FOCUS: CYPRUS
Dance House Lemesos (DHL) is the first and only space devoted to the support, promotion and development of professional
contemporary dance, dance education and performance practice in Limassol/ Cyprus. Since 2007, DHL has become a meeting point for local and international artists of dance and performance and a space for creativity and exchange, research and
practice, development and innovation.
DHL works in three main fields: Artistic Development - continuous professional development of dance professionals to create,
produce and present their work; Audience development - involving the wider community into our activities and support programs that help the community learn, appreciate and benefit from the art of dance; Infrastructure Development - continuous
advancement of the structure and management of our institution through trans-institutional and international collaborations with
other local and international institutions and networks.
The E-Motional Bodies & Cities was the first EU project in which Dance House Lemesos engaged as a co-organiser. It proved
to be a very challenging and multilayered project, since it covered both artistic and managerial dimensions.
The project brought together artists from different disciplines through the ArtistNe(s)t residencies, the Artistic Research program and the mobility grants and offered new opportunities for exchange and sharing. The visits and shadowing of dance and
cultural managers through the GT Fellowships and the dance management workshop opened a whole new world to the artists
and the contemporary dance community here in Cyprus, since the field of management is a brand new concern in Cyprus.
The E-motional Bodies & Cities have established a mostly significant collaboration also for the organisations involved. We became acquainted with the contemporary dance scene of each participating country, understanding the role of each organisation and its involvement into both local and international scenes.
The project has offered to Dance House Lemesos opportunities to exchange and share experiences with other infrastructures
and organisations and to the artists the prospect for new artistic collaborations and mobility. We value E-Motional as our first
major step for growth and maturity and we cherish the knowledge that we received for future collaborations and challenges.

“The title of this program-EMOTIONAL, was, and still is, the exact word to describe the experience I felt working with the 5 people I was involved with. It has
created bonds, memories and experiences which will remain within my emotional and physical body memory.” - Suzana Phialas, independent artist

“E-motional Bodies & Cities certainly lived up to its name. Thinking back on all that I’ve experienced in the past year I have a whirl of images and emotions
that are intertwined. Lush, wet, fat greenness. Carrying our home with us, chocolates, knitting. Observing buildings, constructions and people amongst us
whilst building, constructing, collaborating and holding each other.” - Arianna Marcoulides, dancer/performer

“The E-Motional festival was very
special for me as an artist because it
was a gathering or platform that was
encouraging to liaison with other artists,
managers, curators. It managed to
create a really friendly atmosphere
where questions and debates would
arise in an informal but creative way.
As a performer and choreographer in
the festival I cherish this opportunity
to show and share my work with the
Romanian audience as well as the
e-motional festival participants. The
audience response, the feedback and
the discussions around it do play a
significant role in the maturity of the
piece.”
- Evie Demetriou, choreographer/
performer

“My experience in Bucharest was more of a polarized appreciation of international collaboration. The communication of ideas and the organization of each
artist’s integrity tailored itself in an adaptive way. Exceptional people with strong vision and will, wish to aspire a self-categorised network of contemporary
dance communities for a challenging future.” - Erica Charalambous, choreographer/performer/dance manager

ORGANISER
TEAM & CONTACT
Dance House Lemesos
Natasa Georgiou, Project coordinator
Nicole Constantinou, Project assistant
Eleana Alexandrou, Accountant
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Fearghus Ó Conchúir performing in Limassol, March 2013; Kristine Vismane in residency, workshop with children,
July 2012; Artistic Research in Limassol, November 2012; Fearghus Ó Conchúir & Olga Žitluhina, residency
presentation, March 2013.

UNITED
KINGDOM

“First, London is big, BIG. This right away, effortlessly, makes sense for the word ‘map’.” - Mircea Ghinea (performer, RO)

E-Motional in
the UK

body>data>space produced and hosted ‘London – Mapping the E-Motional City’
Artistic Research with Watermans Art Centre in January 2013, with an inter-disciplinary
group of 5 artists exploring the ‘megatropolis’ and its underlying bodies and emotions.
During this 2-week research in London, the artists explored the local neighbourhood
of Brentford, West London and meeting visionary artists and experts interrogating the
connections between these environments, human behaviours and the possibility to
emotionally map a city. Through this inter-disciplinary and collective process, the artists
actively collected words, gestures and impressions, but also images and sounds that
nurtured an immersive, participative sharing event.
body>data>space has also been involved in the selection and coordination process
of the following UK artists and cultural managers who have been participating in E-Motional across 2011-2013:
Luke Pell, Gemma Riggs (Artistic Research), Priya Mistry, Renata Gaspar (ArtistNe(s)
t Residencies), Ruth Bates, Branislav Henselmann, Rose Payne, Hayley Durward, Alice
Morris, Irini Papadimitriou (Mobility Grants) and Lydia Fraser-Ward, Leanne Hammacott
and Janka Krasznai (Gabriela Tudor Fellowship) were all involved in residencies, workshops, debates and exchanges as part of this exciting transnational project.
body>data>space and Creative Director Ghislaine Boddington was also involved
in training sessions for young cultural project managers in Cyprus and Latvia in
2012/2013.
body>data>space has been marketing with passion the E-Motional project overall from
the very beginning of the project through the call for proposal, regular announcements
about the selected UK artists and project’s activities.
The project overall has enabled us to collaborate with artists and professionals from
a variety of cultural and skills backgrounds from Cyprus, Romania, Ireland and Latvia
who bring with them an incredible range of social, political and aesthetics experiences.
This has created knowledge exchange that will continue to deepen awareness, create
empathy, widen perceptions and strengthen understanding of the potentials for the 21st
century world citizen of today.

Why were
body>data>space
involved in
the E-Motional
Bodies and
Cities project?
Through the E-Motional project, initiated by our long term and trusted partner Gabriela Tudor Foundation and a great set of European partners, we saw the opportunity to stimulate a truly inter-cultural and multi-disciplinary dialogue between a flourishing generation of emerging
and established European artists and cultural managers across imaginary and real boundaries.
body>data>space believes that for UK artists and managers involvement in EU and transnational projects is key to modern survival and
understanding, as this mobility leads to wider employment opportunities and development for all. Our belief is that, in the present global
economic climate, it is essential for body>data>space, artists and creatives to engage in this extended workplace, add value to their work
and explore alternative investment strategies.
The E-Motional project therefore helped to enable career opportunities, knowledge transfers and skills development for UK arts professionals
through the implementation of workshops, training, mentoring, exchange, international co-productions and mobility/residency programmes.
It also helped body>data>space meeting and collaborating with new partners and a young generation of European cultural managers and
artists.

“Working with 4 other artists from different disciplines is a fantastic opportunity to learn other ways of working and to
allow other influences into your practice. We looked at stories and movement relating to stories. The tube became a
fascinating subject, where we spent time observing people’s movements and trying to read behaviours and think about
the people around us in this very specific environment.” - Gemma Riggs (video artist, UK)

“A ‘megatropolis’ like London that is formed and structured by an endless number of nationalities can only have a huge and resourceful catalogue of choices
to get inspired and select from. We achieved to invest more on the group dynamic and we were glad to observe the five of us evolving together as artists.”
Alexis Vassiliou (choreographer, CY)

“I have worked together in team on equal level with
others creating a peformance, where everybody would
fullfill it with their creative work, I put myself as an
object of research and tried to record my mind flow
in different urban situations such as going home in
tube or realizing, that I have get lost in the foreign city.”
Kaspars Lielgavis (visual artist, LV)

“The London artistic residency helped me develop as an
artist in relation to my approach to the research process we
choose to work with within a collaborative team. This created
a strong team dynamic and play on listening/talking/hearing/
telling!This was great!”
Laura Murphy (dance artist, IE)

ORGANISERS
TEAM & CONTACT
body>data>space team
Leanne Hammacott (Associate Director, b>d>s) – Lead Producer
Ghislaine Boddington (Creative Director, b>d>s) – Producer/Dramaturgy
Janka Krasznai (Team and Development Coordinator, b>d>s) – Project Coordination
Alice Morris (Producer, b>d>s) - On-site Production Support
Marie Profﬁt (Marketing and Development Coordinator, b>d>s) – Project Marketing
Michael Heap (Business development b>d>s) – Video documentation
Simon Green (Associated artist b>d>s) – Video documentation
Evi Haraki Mahera (.pelma project director) – E-Motional Fellow at b>d>s from Dance House Lemesos
Anastazia Anastasiou (cultural manager at the Rialto Theatre) – E-Motional Fellow at b>d>s
body>data>space . First Floor, 1-5 Vyner Street, London, E2 9DG . T: +44 (0) 203 638 2292 . E: interested@bodydataspace.net . W: www.bodydataspace.net

Watermans centre team for E-Motional Artistic Research
Irini Mirena Papadimitriou - Head of New Media Arts Development
Euan Maybank - Technical Manager
Jason Ho - Programme Administrator
Rachel Francis - General Manager
Leigh Stops - Marketing Director

LOCAL FUNDERS AND SUPPORTERS
‘London – Mapping the E-Motional City’ Artistic Research was produced and directed by body>data>space with Watermans Art Centre,
supported using public funding by Arts Council England. In association with the Romanian Cultural Institute, with the support of the Cyprus
High Commission, the Embassy of Ireland and the Embassy of Latvia.
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E-MOTIONAL WERE
E-MOTIONAL ARTISTIC RESEARCH
On the artistic strand of E-MOTIONAL, the interdisciplinary research was the flagship of the project. A series of 5 cross-border
working periods were organised alternatively in Dublin, Riga, Limassol, London and Bucharest to question the emotional body
and its relation with these cities. Two different artistic teams have embarked together in a co-authorship process to explore the
relation between the human body, the urban and geo-political context and new technologies. Each artistic team was composed of five artists, one from each country and coming from different disciplines. Each research period concluded with an
informal presentation open to the local audiences. The Artistic Research strand concluded with a process sharing presentation in the frame of the E-MOTIONAL Festival in Bucharest (April 2013).
CITIES
Dublin (IE) – May-June 2012
Riga (LV) – September 2012
Limassol (CY) – November 2012
London (UK) – January 2013
Bucharest (RO) – April 2013
PARTICIPATING ARTISTS
Dublin/ Limassol/ Bucharest: Mădălina Dan (RO), Fearghus Ó Conchúir (IE), Olga Žitluhina (LV), Arianna Marcoulides (CY),
Luke Pell (UK)
Riga/ London/ Bucharest: Mircea Ghinea (RO), Laura Murphy (IE), Kaspars Lielgalvis (LV), Alexis Vassiliou (CY), Gemma Riggs
(UK)
ASSOCIATED ARTISTS
Mary Wycherley (IE), Frances Byrnes (IE), Suzana Phialas & Nicholas Shantos (CY), Aigars Sermuksh (LV), Toms Grīnbergs (LV),
Bogdana Pascal (RO)
FACILITATOR
Cosmin Manolescu

ArtistNe(s)t / E-Motional Residencies
31 artists from 6 countries have worked on and developed 18 new projects during residencies organised in Romania, Ireland,
Latvia and Cyprus, as follows.

Mihaela Dancs & Mădălina Dan (RO)
residency in Riga, Latvia (September 2011)
Paul Dunca (RO) & Krassen Krastev (BG)
residency in Bacău, Romania (October 2011)
Katrīna Albuže (LV)
residency in Bacău, Romania (October 2011)
Anna Dubrovska (LV)
residency in Dublin & Limerick, Ireland (November 2011)
Sergiu Matiș (RO/DE) & Sheena McGrandles (Northern Ireland)
residency in Dublin & Limerick, Ireland (February-March 2012)
Ana Costea & Larisa Crunțeanu (RO)
residency in Bacău, Romania (May 2012)
Nick Bryson, Damian Punch & Cristina Goletti (IE)
residency in Limassol, Cyprus (June 2012)
Alexandra Pirici & Andrei Dinu (RO)
residency in Limassol, Cyprus (July 2012)

Kristine Vismane (LV)
residency in Limassol, Cyprus (July 2012)
Liadain Herriott (IE) & Katrina Kalnina (LV)
residency in Riga, Latvia (August 2012)
Lynnette Moran & Emma O’Kane (IE)
residency in Riga, Latvia (August 2012)
Renata Gaspar (UK)
residency in Limerick, Ireland (September 2012)
Priya Mistry (UK) & Andreea Bibiri (RO)
residency in Bucharest & Bacău, Romania (September 2012)
Özlem Alkış (TR) & Vlaicu Golcea (RO)
residency in Bucharest & Bacău, Romania (September 2012)
Cristina Lilienfeld (RO)
residency in Bucharest, Romania (October 2012)
Marina Poyiadji (CY) & Virgina Negru (RO)
residency in Bucharest, Romania (June 2012) and Limassol, Cyprus (March 2013)
Gemma Riggs (UK), Mircea Ghinea (RO), Laura Murphy (IE)
residency in Cork, Ireland (March 2013)
Fearghus Ó Conchúir (IE) & Olga Žitluhina (LV)
residency in Limassol, Cyprus (March 2013)

Mobility and networking grants
26 dance professionals have explored the artistic contexts in project participating countries by attending a variety of events.

ROMANIA
Kinga Kelemen, manager, director of Groundfloor Group Association in Cluj-Napoca, attended the iDANS International Contemporary Dance and Performance Festival, Istanbul (2011)
Miki Braniște, director of Colectiv A Association & Temps d’Images Festival in Cluj Napoca, attended the Cypriot Dance
Platform, Limassol (2012)
Catrinel Catană, dancer/ choreographer, attended the Time to Dance festival, Riga (2012)
Vlad Basalici, dance artist, attended the Solstice in the frame of Cork Midsummer Festival (2012)
Georgiana Dobre, dancer, attended the Dublin Fringe Festival (2012)
Gina Șerbănescu, dance writer, attended the Dance Waves Festival in Nicosia (2012)
IRELAND
Jennifer Traynor, general director of the CoisCéim Dance Theatre, attended the eXplore dance festival, Bucharest (2011)
Liv O’Donoghue, choreographer, attended the Open House Dance and Performance Festival, Limassol (2012)
Elena Giannotti, dancer/ choreographer, attended iDANS International Contemporary Dance and Performance Festival, Istanbul (2012)
Mary Nunan, choreographer/ course director of the MA in contemporary dance performance at the University of Limerick,
attending the E-Motional Festival in Bucharest (2013)
Mary Wycherley, video-artist/ choreographer, associated artist for the E-Motional Research strand, from Limerick, attending
the E-Motional Festival in Bucharest (2013)

LATVIA
Elina Cire, manager of Gertrude Street Theatre in Riga, attended the Temps d’Images Festival in Cluj-Napoca (2011)
Inta Balode, dance writer, attended the European Dance Festival in Nicosia/Limassol (2012)
Kaspars Lielgalvis, visual artist & set designer, head of “Totaldobže” Association, attended the Temps d’Images Festival in
Cluj-Napoca (2012)
Roberts Muciņš, choreographer, attended the E-Motional Festival in Bucharest (2013)
CYPRUS
Kalia Maliali, performer/choreographer/dance educator, attended the Dublin Dance Festival (2012)
Evie Demetriou, choreographer, attended the eXplore dance festival in Bucharest (2011)
Evi Panayiotou, choreographer/ teacher, attended the Dance Umbrella festival in London (2012)
Suzana Phialas, visual artist & associated artist for the E-Motional Research strand, attending the E-Motional Festival in
Bucharest (2013)
UNITED KINGDOM
Ruth Bates, dance development manager, Dance4, attended the Temps d’Images Festival in Cluj-Napoca (2011)
Branislav Henselmann, executive producer, Michael Clark Company, attended the Istanbul International Biennial (2011)
Rose Payne, dance artist, attended the Time to Dance Festival, Riga (2012)
Hayley Durward, dance artist/ consultant, visited Bucharest (2013)
Irini Papadimitriou, producer Watermans, attended the E-Motional Festival in Bucharest (2013)
Alice Morris, emerging producer, attended the E-Motional Festival in Bucharest (2013)
Lydia Fraser-Ward, creative producer, attended the E-Motional Festival in Bucharest (2013)

Gabriela Tudor Fellowships
13 dance managers have been hosted in partner organisations for periods between 5 to 21 days and had an insight into
local scenes and management practices of dance projects in project participating countries.

ROMANIA
Ana Coltatu, project assistant, Gabriela Tudor Foundation
hosted by Dance House Lemessos (March 2013)
IRELAND
Tiina Ylonen, administration officer, Dublin Dance Festival
hosted by Gabriela Tudor Foundation (October 2012)
Elisabetta Bisaro, programme manager, Dance Ireland
hosted by Gabriela Tudor Foundation (November 2012)
Jazmin Chiodi, artistic director Iseli-Chiodi Dance Company – Tipperary Dance Residency – Tipperary Dance Platform
hosted by the Association of Professional Dance Choreographers of Latvia (February 2013)
LATVIA
Daiga Rutka, project coordinator, Association of Professional Dance Choreographers of Latvia
hosted by Dance Ireland and Dublin Dance Festival (September 2012)
Elina Cire, programme/marketing manager, Gertrude Street Theatre
hosted by Dance Ireland and Dublin Dance Festival (January 2013)

CYPRUS
Anastazia Anastassiou, project coordinator, Rialto Theatre Limassol
hosted by body>data>space (September 2012)
Evie Haraki, manager, .pelma.lia haraki company
hosted by body>data>space (January 2013)
Erica Charalambous, freelance dance manager from Paphos
hosted by Gabriela Tudor Foundation in Bucharest (March-April 2013)
UNITED KINGDOM
Lydia Fraser-Ward, creative producer
hosted by Dance House Lemesos in Cyprus (July 2012)
Leanne Hammacott, associate director & creative producer, body>data>space
hosted by the Association of Professional Dance Choreographers of Latvia (June 2012)
Janka Krasznai, team & development co-ordinator, body>data>space
hosted by the Association of Professional Dance Choreographers of Latvia (February 2013)
TURKEY
Onur Topal-Sümer, curator and festival director, Dance Camera Istanbul
hosted by Gabriela Tudor Foundation (September 2012)

MOTION TOOLKIT - dance management workshop
led by Cosmin Manolescu & Ghislaine Boddington

Limassol, May 14-18, 2012
organised by Gabriela Tudor Foundation/United Experts in partnership with
body>data>space (UK), and Dance House Lemesos (CY)
Riga, February 16-20, 2013
organised by Gabriela Tudor Foundation/ United Experts in partnership with
body>data>space (UK), and the Association of the Professional Dance Choreographers of Latvia (LV)

PERFORMANCE EXCHANGES
ROMANIA
Hosted by Gabriela Tudor Foundation & presented by Colectiv A Association in the frame of the “Temps d’Images” Festival in
Cluj-Napoca (2012)
> The Blue Boy, performance by Brokentalkers Company (IE); concept & director: Feidlim Cannon, Gary Keegan
* The E-MOTIONAL Festival, the project events, included several other performances, see below the programme in this frame.
IRELAND
Hosted and presented by Dublin Dance Festival (May 2012)
> Girls’s dream, created and performed by Dmitrijs Gaitjukevich (LV)
> NowHere, created and peformed by Divya Kasturi (UK)
Hosted by Dance Ireland (January-February 2013)
> Tune In, created and performed by Lia Haraki (CY)
Hosted by The Firkin Crane (March 2013)
> (anti) aging, concept, choreography & performance: Mădălina Dan & Mihaela Dancs (RO)
LATVIA
Hosted by the Association of the Professional Dance Choreographers of Latvia (2011)
> (anti) aging, by/with Mădălina Dan & Mihaela Dancs (RO)
Presented in the frame of Time to Dance Festival (2012)
> Mary Queen of Scots Got Her Head Chopped off, created and performed by Iona Kewney and Joseph Quimby
> TEN: white/grey studies in movement, created and performed by Liv O’Donoghue & Maria Nilsson Waller
CYPRUS
Hosted by Dance House Lemesos (March, 2013)
> Realia / Bucharest-Beirut, direction & performance: Farid Fairuz (RO)
> Match, created and performed by Fearghus Ó Conchúir/Ireland (IE)
> What is Zeir?, created and performed by Kristine Vismane (LV)

E-MOTIONAL FESTIVAL & FORUM
Bucharest (April 12-14, 2013)
E-Motional Festival: moving bodies & cities
@ National Museum of Contemporary Art

Performances
> Realia (Bucharest/Beirut), direction & performance: Farid Fairuz (RO)
> Unusual Suspects, concept/ creation/ performance: Evie Demetriou (CY)
> Facts and truth about Latvian dance. LIVE!, showcase with: Sintija Silina, Katrina Albuze, Kristine Vismane,
Roberts Muciņš, Inta Balode
> (anti) aging, concept, choreography & performance: Mădălina Dan & Mihaela Dancs (RO)
Premieres of E-Motional collaborative performances
> ReVerbs (RO/TR, 2013) [performative installation]
by/with: Özlem Alkış (TR) & Vlaicu Golcea (RO); video: Andrei Gâțu; animation: Mihai Păcurar
production: Gabriela Tudor Foundation in the frame of E-Motional Bodies & Cities; funders: Culture 2007-2013 of EU,
National Dance Centre Bucharest
Project resulted from an ArtistNe(s)t / E-Motional residency in Bucharest.
> Internal Façade [performative installation]
created and performed by: Laura Murphy (IE), Gemma Riggs (UK) & Mircea Ghinea (RO); videography: Gemma Riggs;
sound score composer: Irene Buckley; advisor: Mary Nunan
production: Gabriela Tudor Foundation, Dance Ireland & The Firkin Crane in the frame of E-Motional Bodies & Cities;
funders: Culture 2007-2013 programme of the EU, European Cultural Foundation, National Dance Centre Bucharest
Performance resulted from the Artistic Research residency in Riga.

E-Motional Forum

Presentations, roundtables, artist talks
> Creative Europe presentation @ National Museum of Contemporary Art
speakers: Raluca Pop (independent expert), Bianca Floarea (expert, CCP), Ștefania Ferchedău (E-Motional Bodies & Cities),
Cosmin Manolescu (executive director, Gabriela Tudor Foundation), Ioana Popescu (Romanian Peasant Museum)
Event organised in partnership with the Cultural Contact Point of Romania (CCP)
> Artist Talk
with: Mircea Ghinea (RO), Laura Murphy (IE), Kaspars Lielgalvis (LV), Alexis Vassiliou (CY), Gemma Riggs (UK), Mădălina Dan
(RO), Fearghus Ó Conchúir (IE), Olga Žitluhina (LV), Arianna Marcoulides (CY), Luke Pell (UK), Mary Wycherley (IE)
> Challenges of international artistic collaboration - roundtable @ ZonaD studio
participants: Cosmin Manolescu (executive director, Gabriela Tudor Foundation, Bucharest), Ghislaine Boddington (creative
director, body>data>space, London), Elisabetta Bisaro (program manager, Dance Ireland, Dublin), Natasa Georgiou (director,
Dance House Lemesos, Limassol), Carla Peterson (artistic director, New York Live Arts), Maggie Bennett (choreographer, New
York), Atsuko Hisano (program director, Saison Foundation, Tokyo), Alberto Magno Santos (director, Fabrica de Movimentos,
Porto), Inta Balode (dance writer, Riga), Sezen Tonguz (choreographer, Lisbon/Istanbul), Olga Alexeeva (project officer, European Cultural Foundation), Miki Braniște (director, Temps d’Images Festival), Erica Charalambous (choreographer & manager,
Paphos), Georgia Doetzer (director, Rialto Theater, Limassol), Lydia Fraser –Ward (creative manager, UK), Leanne Hammacott
(associate director, body>data>space, London), Laurent Van Kote (Head of Dance department, Ministry of Culture, Paris), Fu
Kuen Tang (curator, Singapore), Mary Nunan (choreographer/ MA course director, University of Limerick)

DIARY

[an insight into the E-Motional Artistic Research across cities]
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May 26: begin anywhere
[blog post by Luke Pell]

We arrive, under brilliant sunshine, upon the tails of Dublin Dance Festival. Together we begin to walk the city. Led by our curiosity, ghosts of Fearghus’ work
meet us on streets, corners, in parks. Golden thalweg spurts song of sea and
famine, great glass edifice throws light, surface, surface, self, back upon us.

May 27: I have been there before
[blog post by Fearghus Ó Conchúir]

photo _ Luke Pell
photo _ Luke Pell

Dublin on a Friday afternoon in unexpected summer heat. Fair Irish skin greedy to
be exposed. Pink.
It didn’t seem right that I should introduce the visitors to my version of Dublin – they’ll get that anyway as we work together – so we oriented ourselves by
sticking a pin into a map. The first destination was the Central Bank and as we
passed through Temple Bar our way there we had a sun- and alcohol-drunk man
sing to us the’Fields of Athenry’ (‘where once we watched the small free bird fly’).
His adult son had been pelting him with food as we arrived but as his father sang
for Frances’ microphone the son carefully brushed bits of burger bun from the
man’s temple, as if to better present his dad for his public performance. As we
were leaving he asked us for money for more cans.
We people watched, took photographs and talked before doing a circuit of
Temple Bar ending up with the guidance of a dancer we bumped in to at a bar
overflowing with Friday post-work drinkers.

As we walked around, I didn’t want to guide and I didn’t want to talk too much
but I found it difficult since I was becoming aware of a kind of ownership of the
place, an ownership earned since my residency with Dublin City Council in 2007.
We walked past Project – my creative home in Dublin. We walked past Barnardo
Square and I wanted to say that I screened Three+1 for now there.
At the junction of George St And Dame St, I wanted to tell everyone that we had
danced across the junction for a day as part of Rebecca Walter’s Walk Don’t Run.
And of course there so many places in the Docklands that I’ve danced too. ere’s
a video of my dancing near the building site of what has become An Bord Gáis
Energy Theatre.
Grand Canal Theatre
Of course I’m not the only one to feel an ownership of the city but I have tried to
imprint myself on Dublin and I feel I’ve earned through physical and creative commitment my own place among the places of others who also inhabit this place. It
is with a kind of surprise that I recognise this but I think it’s an important realisation that I can accept responsibility and credit for having contributed something
in this city.

May 31: Discoveries

[blog post by Arianna Marcoulides]
Discovering Dublin as well as 5 other people all at the same time… Our first outing as a group was not only about trying to get a sense of Dublin and its people
but also ourselves, having only met the day before. Mini shifts within the group,
from one person to another, asking, listening, questioning, feeling each other out
as well as observing and taking of photos of things that caught our attention. I
often wasn’t quite sure what it was that attracted me to take these photos, they
either seemed curious, to me or beautiful, fascinating and sometimes amusing.
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May 31: Connections

[blog post by Fearghus Ó Conchúir]
Recognising that I have found already several niche’s for myself in Dublin, I also
realise that the city is already full of connections I’ve made with other people,
connections that have a particular power when they have been made through
shared creativity and corporal expression. Those connections are alive in me as I
continue to experience the city in the company of new colleagues.
On Monday, I brought our E-motional group to Howth and introduced them to the
Martello Tower and to Pat Herbert who runs the Radio Museum there. Hearing
him ‘perform’ his history of telecommunications in Howth surrounded by his
Aladdin’s cave installation of radio paraphernalia, I remembered how important
the radio museum with its idea of communication was to the Tattered Outlaws
of History. Pat’s spirit of generosity and his enthusiasm also fed the work and
helped shape its relationship to the people of Fingal. All of this was with me as
I introduced the some of the Docklands where I’ve done a lot of the Bodies and
Buildings research to the E-motional group.
As we walked around the streets, I remembered similar walks with Matthew,
Mikel, Bernadette, Stéphane, Jarek and Elena. I could remember them dancing
and feel their energy in my body. As I think about Cure, my next project with the
Tabernacle dancers where they choreograph for my body, this idea of taking on
their energy, their patterns, their insight is important and of course complicated
by the fact that I know them through their involvement in my work. So we are
connected in many complicated ways.
This idea of connection came up again in response to our visit to the Macushla
Dance Club. I wanted Luke, Arianna, Madalina and Olga to meet the group for a
number of different reasons. These older bodies offer another perspective on the
city. They are for the most part Dubliners born and bred so they carry a particular
history in their bodies that Ríonach releases and extends in her creative work
with them. And I wanted them to meet some more friendly people. We started
with the cup of tea and chat downstairs in Dancehouse and joined the group for
its weekly class. I danced the Mo Mhórchoir Féin solo for them and was touched

Pat Herbert, Ye Olde Hurdy Gurdy Museum
- Arianna and Luke, credit Fearghus Ó Conchúir

by their generosity in watching it, absorbing it and engaging with it through
their subsequent questions and observations. Even though I danced, I felt they
were supporting me and was moved by their willingness to include me in their
community. And again I recognised that I have a history with Macushla from
making Sweetspot for them to including Marie in Mo Mhórchoir Féin and so when
Ríonach taught us all a phrase developed from Marie’s imagination it was if I was
home, connected. Maybe this is what my work aspires to.

June 5: The surface of memories

[fragments from a blog post by Mădălina Dan]
Random thoughts on a walking dairy - Dublin. Chronologically or not, no dates
and accuracy included.
*Empty street on my right, walking on Joyce’s neighborhood, crowd going in one
direction, feeling warm on my feet.
“Don’t take pictures, take the experience”.
History in wood, drunk people, more then usual, a skinny woman with dirty nails.
Men in suits in the sun, garbage fitting in with the geometry of the square. A lost
bag, full of bread. Two workers having lunch, one man reading the paper. Me,
staying away from the sun. One men shaking his bottom when hearing about
dance.
Things left unspoken, leave them like that for the moment.
Visiting a lot of toilets; how to define typical? Pub, wedges, stinky streets, cocky
men of Ireland? Just a word learned for Arianna.
* Sushi on the pathway, next to the river, next to a bin, two Asian girls next to
me, giggling.The platform was moving when more people were passing. Feeling
afraid not to catch some disease in that spot, cause I have seen yesterday some
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“beggars” sleeping almost in the same spot... Walking in the other direction,
first looking in the map for the Italian restaurant that I was suppose to meet the
group. Asking the men at the check point directions just to socialize, wanting to
exchange maps but he didn’t get the joke. Claustrophobia from too many people,
too warm, too many shopping addictives.
The sand castle, the Peruvian musicians. Asian shops, Moldova shop, (east European specific) the place were I took an unexpected leap back “home”.
The woman almost naked entering the shop where I bought an ice cream. She
was wearing some leopard trashy leotards and a top, big belly, white skin… her
man entered afterwards. I followed them for a while, they were entering many
shops, buying food and drinks, throwing it to each other.
Chains on the bridge, me spying on the “trashy couple”. Arriving on Parliament
Street without knowing, spying on them, waiting for them to exit another shop.
Passing a group of Romanian chefs from an Italian restaurant… my subjects (the
Junkers) were chatting with some men from a piercing/tattoo shop. I crossed the
street and sat on a stone in the shadow, on a small square. (...)
having a cigarette.
*Two times bursting into tears... Angry cause the text from yesterday evening
where I was trying to describe the crying experiences vanished.
A collection of emotions, into recipients. One of my morning tears dried on my
cheek.
Shoes, soles… the base for my journey in town. They contain the history of the
places I have inhabited. Smells are important, sniffing…
Poetry and emotions, random through, fighting for my memories. Technology
makes me nervous, opening a bottle of beer makes me nervous, speaking,
thinking in a foreign language it makes me obnoxious and artificial… Entering
the memory, dissecting it. Blinking neurotic. My brain splits into two languages.
Shifting hemispheres.

What particular sensation will stay longer in My body after this “adventure” will pass?
* In the Millennium Building flat, my home for the time being. Luke is sitting at the table
in front of me, thinking out loud. I am trying to remake the latest journeys into town.
The detailed ones take more time and skill to describe, the random ones are “sexier”.
Wanting to literary trace and map places, streets where I’ve been in this city. My stomach is full with nectarines… Arriving, the word used by Olga in the “touching” exercise.
Soles of the feet, ankles, heels, sweat, napes, support, dancing monkeys. Terry trying
to frame us.
“So, the walking diary, it was suppose to be about that.”
“artists, always aware”
(...) Just switch places with Luke, him taking my place on the sofa. “Feels so warm, I
feel like a cat”. My posterior warmed the spot... Lucky Luke.
* There are parts on some walks that I vaguely remember, and sometimes I am wondering if I’m not making some up. Walking on the left side of the round, very close to
the cars passing and to the curb.
*An old crunched lady being scared not to be touched on her slow walk on the
pavement. “Attention please”- the voice sounded ill and malicious… a young couple
kissing like two pigeons at the bus stop. The takeaway Thai girl didn’t really handling a
change. At first I thought it’s my fault, but she was having a hard time counting. Vulnerable and touching. The Dubliners are friendly, nice and helpful. I heard on the radio that
the rate of depressed people here is quite high. I’d like to visit one of the centres where
people with such problems are treated. I’d like to hug a drunk person from the streets
of Dublin. Seems that drunkenness here is a specificity. I’d like to collect everything
(objects) that I consume, buy, receive in these three weeks. (wraps, leaflets, receipts)…
not to throw anything, Not letting go on objects, as my lunatic old lady friend from
home.
*Meantime, I had two nectarines. Feel like having a smoke, but I live in an non-smoking apartment. I have to go down to have one… it’s funny how I am used to connect
writing with smoking. But if I leave now, something in my head will come up, a great
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thought that I’ll miss. I have a random memory, it comes with associations.
Street performers. Marconi, the pride of Irish radio history. He was very much in
love with an astonishing beauty opera singer from Ireland. And again, particular
smells… that museum smelled like an old person’s house. The electrician said it’s
dankness, leaks coming from the pipes. Leak is one of my favorite English words.
Lads here start drinking at 14. “People drink here cause they have nothing else
to do. Irish people hardly show their emotions.” Just saw a group of teenagers,
boys, three of them over weighted, poking, testing their manhood, kicking their
bots, slapping on their napes. Hardly understood was they were saying. Sooner,
when arriving home, maybe the same group was seated on the docks, in the sun,
with a couple of redbulls and some bottles of vodka already empty.
*I patted a dog, I spoke to him in Romanian, he had a collar, so not a stray dog as
I am used to see back home. I followed him to see if he will touch a dead pigeon.
He smelled it and went back into a backyard.
Stray dogs have an attitude, they dominate the street.
A lot of dog shit on “our invisible journey”… the neighborhood was not so
welcoming, poor people, homeless and drunk people, immigrant area… stood in
a park, feeling its geometry, a playground, lots of children and mothers waiting,
chatting to each other on a ping-pong table. Not a very safe place to “experiment”, though… I moved a feather closer to a fence, sticking it into the ground, I
blew into a plastic bag, moving it out of the square. I saw it floating for a couple
of seconds. A labyrinth of engraved children’s drawings into marble with grass…
Fearghus, the watching dog. The pigeon that I found dead was hit by a car, organs spread out on the street... shitting while dying. Shitting of fear? Its feathers
were geometrically disposed into a diagonal from the corpse… just decided that
the pigeon deserve to be a him, not an It.
I find some resemblances between Romanian and Irish physiognomies… vaguely.
People with beer in their hands, Old Jameison distillery, long history, fancy
building. The alcoholic old lady carrying two heavy plastic bag looks kindly at a
child accompanied by his father who’s very curious to touch the dirty surface of
a basement window, pretty bad smell. Where? Where they were working on the
traffic lights, on the alarms, on closing the streets for the big race. bully driver,

braking noisily with a spectacular turn of the car. Joyce’s museum its a must, this
is what a man of letters would say. The exhibition about body and anatomy…
admission, not free at all (20 euros).
Madalina the spy, in her trench coat is on Fearghus’s back… it suits him. he
looks like a detective. the green detective. Luke has just attempted to eat a greek
marinated lamb steak with foamy detergent dressing. waste of money and lamb’s
poor life. Rest in peace, little lamb…i wonder if D. will notice it in the bin. Chowder, the traditional fish soup. Terry dropped a shrimp. What will I recall about You?
L. knitting, cutting his tee-shirt, ripping it off, reading his poem… „eating his
organs”... he didn’t do that, It was my poetic input, couldn’t help it. Organic, he is
knitting his skin, his life, his memories, his surfaces. another clothing out of these
edgings. Olga, knitting and speaking in Rusian about her Babuska, weeping, cutting up a house from Luke’s fabric . A window too big. “I had to travel that much
to feel home”... a Cat for Arianna, a hat for myself, edging for Feargus. Arianna,
very close to the window, peaceful, serene, she’s sharing her dirty soles. her
palms, she turned into a cat. the linoleum sound while sliding. Fearghus, a small
construction of Luke’s material - a tower, edgings and a charger from Mary’s
camera… very close and very high, leaving my receipt as a trace. (...)

photo _ Mary Wycherley
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June 7
[blog post by Fearghus Ó Conchúir]
Remember a space for possibilities.

Arianna and Luke, credit Mary Wycherley

June 9: Holding hands
[blog post by Frances Byrnes]
I love being in the dance studio with the artists: Arianna, Madalina, Olga, Fearghus and Luke.
And I’m looking forward to our trip to a bog on Monday, and to joining Mary
again. We’re going to see if Madalina can bury, and possibly preserve, things
she’s been collecting while in Dublin. Some of the dancers are concerned about
change, and loss.
I love watching them as they let go (or try to) and improvise together. They do a
touching dance; touch – touch – touch, to music. They take care of each other,
which means paying attention. They’re very attuned to each other’s sensitivities.
In a way I think of them as weaving a silk web of sense.
It’s also a kind of manners.
By paying attention to people in Dublin we’ve noticed the different ways people
try to connect to each other (and how we do too): by holding hands, in particular.

It’s so simple. Holding hands, shaking hands, exchanging talk about the weather,
singing into my microphone, drinking a little or a lot. Some touch isn’t good of
course: we’ve seen fights and talked about slaps and strangling. The Touching
Dance is good.
Yesterday, from the bus to Bray, I didn’t see anyone holding anyone else’s hand.
Today, if anyone had been out looking, they’d have seen me and my husband
Mark hand-holding in Dawson Street and hugging in Hodges Figgis. Mark said,
‘People must think “look at those two daft old crocks,”‘ but we don’t care. I’m
going to give one of Mark’s stories, Visit, to Madalina. It’s about a visit to a museum, like the museum in which she discovered bog people.

June 10: burying my belongings in the bogs
[blog post by Mădălina Dan]
My collection of material possessions (found objects, gifts, plastic and paper
packaging, receipts, rests, leaflets, postcards), proofs of my existence in Dublin,
ready to be buried in Ireland’s peat bogs. Objects are preserved in peatlands,
because of the acidity of peat and the anaerobic environment which exists within
peatland deposits.
Still thinking about permanently or temporarily leaving it there, cause it seams
that modern times traces are implicitly non ecological.
More about the bogs here: http://www.loughbooraparklands.com/.

photo_ Mădălina Dan
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June 10
[blog post by Luke Pell]
to know ourselves again through each other, through the city, through this
passing.

June 12: 2 hold or 2 be held
[blog post by Olga Žitluhina]
it is 2 sharp here
feel without skin
everything shoots straight into
photo _ Mary Wycherley

sunny or rainy
laugh or cry
tarts or Guinness
nothing in between
more tears 2 close
remember everything
and can’t remember anything
they are 4+2 next 2 me
2 help
2 understand
2 be
20 days 68 hours
1 run
20 km walk 1 city 4 Latvians 3 Gaerlig speaking 700 000 away
1 fight 3 pubs 3 pints 0,5 with blackcurrant sirup

2 very rainy + 6 very sunny days
1 bog
1 blog
1 scissors
1 dance or move or touch
2 hold or 2 be ”holded” /held/

June 15
[blog post by Mary Wycherley]
Still, you are here

July 12: Macushla
[blog post by Frances Byrnes]
The dancers decided on their last day in Dublin to do an improvisation as part
of their ‘sharing’ in Dancehouse, and I offered to play snippets of audio, that I’d
recorded (of them dancing, discussing, exploring and reciting) over the previous
days, and also the sound of rain outside the studio window. I shot these short,
quiet extracts at them out of i-tunes, untreated except for being topped and
tailed, un ‘eq’-ed and unmixed, so very basic, as a kind of soundtrack to their last
improvisation.
It was the first time I’ve done this, it was unrehearsed and just the seed of something.
I thought they’d also asked me to flip between my sound and the musical score
laid on Mary’s film; her slow and beautiful pictures of the dancers at work were
also being projected on one wall. That is, Mary and I were providing the look and
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sound of the dancers’ recent past alongside their present dance. Because I didn’t
know Mary’s film, most times I switched the USB lead from my laptop to hers her
soundtrack had just gone silent. It was quite funny for me, but left a puzzling hole
for the dancers to keep moving through; I wonder if they were counting in their
heads.
I think everyone was also feeling a bit haunted by the near-future and its imminent
departures.
It was strange when other people came into the studio from outside to watch
the sharing. In my memory it’s like the audience was made of different material
to the e-motionalers, who were by then a mixture of tingling particles and dense
emotion, some trapped, and who were missing Luke, who’d been wrested away
in the morning, suddenly, by news from home.
I’ve recorded vast swathes of them talking, moving, exploring. The few extracts I
swiftly chose to make into clips were:
- a man in Temple Bar singing The Fields of Athenry on our first walk in the city, in
sunshine, sunshine. He struggles to remember the words of the lament then does
find them, strongly.
- The sound of rain, breath, footfalls and whole body falls, recorded during a
ravishing, floundering duet between Olga and Fearghus, which ended with Olga
ringing bell-like sounds out of a hollow concrete support in the studio, and had
begun with Madalina striking a slow pulse out of the piano.
- Two extracts of Luke speaking into my mic that morning, full of adrenalin, and
sounding whizz-bang clear and dry-mouthed because of it. I’d recorded him describing what he could see out of the window of the Resource Room, as well as a
monologue he’d been developing through the fortnight. In this way, when I played
his voice later, Luke seemed present at the sharing and I saw Olga hiccough. He
was also present in the ongoing re-knitting of his ripped vests by the audience,
who handed the big knitting needles and grey fabric around and did at least
one “in-over-through-out” each. For some reason this big-strips-of-fabric-knit
reminds me of harbours.
- I wanted to play in a line Olga had said during a discussion: “Do you want to
hold or to be held?” with Luke then saying that he preferred her earlier version,
“Do you want to hold or be holded?” I had my cursor poised to double click on

the clip (playing off i-tunes isn’t that smooth) and looked: Arianna was dancing
with Fearghus. Fearghus made his own sudden roar. Arianna was looking feisty
and independent. I did it anyway.
I wished I had a pulse I could play to the dancers, throughout, and if I am able to
develop along this line more, I will explore how to have a pulse there.
At the end of the improvisation Fearghus asked if I had anything else ready that
I could play to everyone. I played in a song I’d recorded with Paddy, the Chair
of the Macushla Dancers. Macushla Dance Club provides free weekly dance for
over 50s residents of Dublin’s north east inner city, where we were based; an area
of the city that makes people from elsewhere smile when you say its name. The
song Paddy sang is, “When you’re smiling, when you’re smiling, the whole world
smiles with you….” and Paddy can carry a tune. It is a song about Bodies and
Cities, or Bodies and their environment at least, being about smiling and crying
and sunshine and rain.
I’d asked Paddy why the group was called Macushla and he said it was the
name of a local dancehall where the parents of Ríonach Ní Néill (who started and
runs the group) used to dance (perhaps they even met there?). Back home later
I asked my husband, Mark, what macushla means in Irish (mo cuishle?) and he
said it means my heart, or my pulse.
So, yes, I’ve been thinking about the heart and the pulse this week.
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September 4

[blog post by Gemma Riggs]
Cosmin brought us some happiness…
Our studio space is amazing…
Rooftop talks…
The group… on our tour of Riga…
Aside from all that… brimming with ideas. Loving our space and surroundings.
It’s going to be good.
Over and out.

September 8

[blog post by Laura Murphy]
Stepping into Riga from...

September 9

[blog post by Alexis Vassiliou]
Labdien, mans vards ir Aleksis es esmu no kipras

photo _ Toms Grinbergs

September 9: Riga – day 7
[blog post by Gemma Riggs]

It’s Sunday evening and we’re now over half way through. So many experiences
in such a short space of time and many of them will imprint forever.
Feeling very privileged to be working in Totaldobže… the art centre that Kaspars
runs just outside the centre of Riga. Last night was ‘White night’, where the Black
Hole project (another international arts collaboration) came together in an incredible warehouse space. There was also a late-night poetry slam that two British
poets performed in (Hollie McNish and Pete The Temp).
Our surroundings are influencing us a lot. Everywhere you look there is something
to be investigated. If only we could forget sleeping for five days to get even more
out of this fantastic place!
Other delights have been: getting to know each other, finding out about each others cultures, the swamp, drinking milk still warm from a cow, the Latvian sauna,
singing in a Russian Orthodox Church….. and, and, and…

September 10

[blog post by Alexis Vassiliou]
Remains of a sauna...

September 11

[blog post by Gemma Riggs]
Night shoot.

photo _ Toms Grinbergs
photo _ Gemma Riggs
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November 2: The surface of memories
[blog post by Mădălina Dan]

Random thoughts/notes on a walking dairy – Limassol.
E-motional in Limassol… just landed. Missed them.
Dance house used to be a house of tolerance till 15 year ago. you can still see
marks on the floor from the dormitories The prostitution was legal at one point.
high class cabaret as a business to offer. the story with the fireplace station
shooting for E-motional promotion card.
“act your age” a picture with a bunch of old people splashing in the sea at the
sunrise.
Nicolas and Suzana
temporary staying; immigrants; the tourists double the population during the
summer; the smell of Luke’s odor. Turkish Cypriots/ Greek Cypriots. Drill noise, a
town where building never stops. The noise never stops.
“active spaces”. 40% empty spaces in the center of the city. nomad artists, fly
mocking us. Camera Obscura. Stray cats allover. Everybody feeds them. the
queens of the streets.
the street-border that separates the town is full of empty houses. The workers
were fixing the margins of the streets.
tired feet again. the unexpected visit in the architect lady”s amazing house. Details make the difference. A house with visible children habitation. A woman was
quietly ironing into the laundry room. I wonder were Cypriots learn English cause
they all speak it so well. could that be a consequence of the British domination?
surely revisiting that experience. impressive.

photo _ Kristine Vismane
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first day back in the group. the feeling of belonging without being familiar or vice versa .I wonder about the Bond. We all started to map the city without premeditating. A city tour made be
artists. Seeing the city with the artists touch. noticing that they take pictures of the imperfections.
We almost took the same pictures. writing means losing something essential.
the sea is so close. Sea? leisure? a traditional grape sweet delight that looks like a rubber with
the shape of a thin phallus… with peanuts. halumi, lentils, and the taste of coriander that sends
me back to Arizona and the corner market. The world of associations is very leapy.
hopefully I’ll remember the way back here. an intimate public space with a doubled door.
fat greenness in Dublin- low dryness in Limassol.
Guiness in Dublin- coffee in Limassol.
empty streets in Dublin- empty houses in Limassol.
rain in Dublin-sun in Limassol
Emotional mapping, the affective map.
coming back into your home time for the close relationship that you have with the city and
his inhabitants. Looking for a place to live, looking for a place to die. Preserving buildings, not
holding on places. Olga’s sweet’s- the feeling of being home. Territories that are not dealing
with money. commodifications. vanished places. Mapping the place and the emotion. The herb
trip. Wet-dry.
the smell list of Limassol. Suzana’s herbs. she knows plants… the smell of sage, She handed
me a mint leaf on our first walk in the city (next to the old lady’s house on a corner). Algaes
fringes, a dead snake-fish, turtle sheet, looking forward for the sunset on the beach. Fulfill…
Letter to my friends to send them my love. The other ones are standing in a line, on the shore.
L. with his camera. A woman next to me is slapping on her belly. a middle aged couple, he is
sitting on a chaise-long looking away… two kait boys.
the zoo, him being very trained at listening to people. Cat sheet, Sri-lanka, Philippines, Malaysia. smell of fried food. resisting putting into words. The studio from the dance house vaguely
reminds me of my childhood…the light, the blue colors of the window, the heights, the floor.
Leaving space for each other. the queen bee, the base, structuring. losing his beloved. habits,
making o home wherever she goes. Mister Lavender
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November 7: The neuroscience of the perfect city
[fragment of blog post by Fearghus Ó Conchúir]

Ian Robertson, Professor of Psychology at Trinity College Dublin, talks about the
neuroscience of the perfect city in a TED talk.
He describes how the cities change the brain and the body (the bigger the city,
the faster people walk on average) and cites evidence of how cities make us
more creative by providing more diversity of perspectives, more opportunities for
success, more novelty that prevents automatic thinking. He concludes by mentioning the stressful impact of the fear of the negative opinion of others. Cities
where people acknowledge one another and meet one another’s eye, relieve that
stress, though it is possible that the stress drives people to succeed and earn
acknowledgement.
He concludes with a crowd-pleasing stroking of Dublin’s ego as a ‘nearly perfect
city’. As we continue our E-motional Bodies and Cities Research in Limassol with
strong memories of our time in Dublin, I am not so sure I could be so positive.
It’s no accident that Dublin City Council has just launched a competition for anyone to submit ideas on what makes the city unique – an attempt to rebrand the
city to attract tourism and international business no doubt, and a tacit acknowledgement that the current brand isn’t selling so well. Maybe we could help? (...)
(…) Before we came to Cyprus last week, I had become increasingly aware of

November 10: I know we’re in Limassol but…
/Immaterial maps
[fragment of blog post by Fearghus Ó Conchúir]

the commodification of map making Recent disquiet about Google’s comprehensive
map-making has focused on concerns about privacy (‘Google is planning to release a
new version of the Google Maps program, offering users a 3D aerial-mapping technology that provides details capable of showing objects just four inches wide….Google is
deploying its own camera-equipped spy planes to generate 3D maps that show greater
detail than the satellite-powered images featured in its Google Earth program.’Brian
Koenig, The New American). However the real point about these maps is that they have
commercial value, hence Apple’s decision to replace Google Maps on the new iPhone
with its own Apple Maps.
(…) Against this commercialisation of map-making, I think of the research practice that
Olga, Luke, Madalina, Arianna and I have undertaken since Dublin is an emotional cartography that resists commodification. Our repeated ‘walks’ in Dublin and now in Limassol
allow us to build highly personal, determinedly idiosyncratic maps of us in our environment that make no claim to objectivity since the ‘us’ part of the process ‘contaminates’ it
irrevocably. The maps exist only in us and through us. They have partial manifestations in
our dancing together, as we process them into being.
Increasingly compelling for us are sightings of our maps that we see in the framing projects of our local collaborators. Mary Wycherley’s film of our process in Dublin is clearly
a work of her own authoring sensibility and yet through it our map is made temporarily
visible.
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In Limassol, our work has been visible in the photographs of Souzana Phialas and
in the drawings of architect Nicholas Santos.
They are not entirely outside our maps since their warmth, welcome and guidance has shaped how we’ve experienced the city. Their comfortable navigation
of the city reminds us of what being at home looks like. But they do not share
the history of map-making that we’ve started in Dublin and which we will carry
beyond here to Bucharest.
This resistance to commodification feels important in this time when we reach
to understand values that are not simply commercial. The discredited financial
models of liberal capitalism remain strong despite being discredited, let’s be
under no illusion. But enough doubt has been sowed about their validity that it
feels that there is a possibility for us to propose (inspired by and alongside the
work of many others) an alternative value system. What this means in practice is
that our research in E.motional Bodies and Cities is not aiming at achieving commodifiable outcome. It doesn’t feel like that’s our aim, in any case. None of us
are driven to putting on a show that we can sell. But that doesn’t mean we aren’t
concerned with others. Our aim is to involve people, to offer our map as material
for them to become implicated in rather than a product to consume. Maybe I
write only of my own desire, but at the moment I feel that I have found a context
and a peer group of mature artists who are helping me to investigate what that
different value system for art-making can be achieved.

photo _ Nicholas Shantos
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(Frances Byrnes audio documentation of the process has the same quality).

LONDON, 2013

January 20: We are in London
[blog post by Gemma Riggs]

The story starts again in South West London. Watermans is a community art centre very close to Brentford that looks onto the Thames. You can see Kew Palace
peeking through the trees on the other side of the river.
body>data>space provide a warm welcome. A “Vision Evening” orientates us to
their work and to the work of closely linked artists: Stanza (http://www.stanza.
co.uk), Alex Haw of Atmos (www.atmosstudio.com) and Active Ingredient (www.iam-ai.net/activeingredient).
We learn how it feels to stay dry under a canopy of rain.
A journey into the megatropolis takes us back to ourselves.
A local historian gives us a tour around Brentford. There is more than initially
meets the eye and we are shown shipbuilding yards, abandoned soap factories…
scenery that was more reminiscent of our time in Riga.
Back in the studio… the story continues.

January 21: stories

[blog post by Gemma Riggs]
Have just re-read a post by Fearghus on 12th November about ‘Neuroscience of
the perfect city’ which is very relevant to our explorations here in London
We have been looking at ‘gaze’, and how we come into close contact with such
a large number of people in the city, and yet we can feel very isolated. We avoid
eye contact with people sitting opposite us on the tube, with passers by. In

Brentford river, credit Alice Morris

the TED talk that Fearghus posted, Ian Robertson notes the German phrase with translates
“to look at as though air”. In the quoted research, when people were blanked, they felt more
disconnected. He talks of ‘multiple little episodes of shame’ and ‘mini exclusions’ which occur
frequently within the big cities.
It’s been interesting to be spending time in London with the group… and with international
eyes I am seeing my city from a different perspective. It’s a city of extreme contrasts and it
seems that these contrasts are what are interesting the group… the order, the seemingly disconnected people and then the individuality and expression, the personal freedom.

January 26

[blog post by Mircea Ghinea]
She is my father’s mother.
Born and raised in Shepperton, just a few miles from here.
The youngest of five children.
She absorbed the world like a sponge, every twist and turn reaching her very core.
She is both worldly wise and childishly naive in equal measures.
She is 97.

January 29

[blog post by Alexis Vassiliou]
Evaporating in the Big City

[blog post by Alexis Vassiliou]

“I was a stranger in the city
Out of town were the people I knew
I had that feeling of self-pity
What to do? What to do? What to do?
The outlook was decidedly blue
But as I walked through the foggy streets alone
It turned out to be the luckiest day I’ve known
How long, I wondered, could this thing last?
But the age of miracles hadn’t passed,
For, suddenly, I saw you there”
“A Foggy Day (In London Town)” a song written by George Gershwin, lyrics Ira
Gershwin
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January 29: “The outlook was decidedly blue”

BUCHAREST, 2013

February 21

[blog post by Mircea Ghinea]
very close to our next “station”, up on the terace at MNAC. see ya soon

March 26

[Facebook page editor]
the Matache market is being demolished tonight in Bucharest. such a pity for the
E-Motional artistic research group based at ZonaD starting next week... one of
key heritage sites of Bucharest is disappearing under our eyes

April 1

[Facebook page editor]
today is installation day at the Museum of Contemporary Arts. the festival team Cosmin, Stefania, Ana and Daniela are counting the days left till everyone will be
here. 3 days till final Artistic Research period starts in Bucharest, 11 days left to
the festival start. very much emotional and looking forward to everything coming
together at the end of a 3-year work on this project.

April 4

[Facebook page editor]
day 0. the rain has washed out the city. starting over with a clear mind. amazing
sky of bucharest is welcoming the artists.

photo _ Mircea Ghinea

April 5

[Facebook page editor]
wounds of bucharest to be explored - “Is private remembering alienated by organised forgetting?”.
today, my city laid bare.

April 6

[Facebook page editor]
preview to E-Motional festival by Mihaela Michailov - “E-Motional has become a generator of
subjectively mapped territories, a map of bodies that reshape new cities through movement.
Or a map of the cities that discover the bodies that inhabit them only on temporary residency
basis. The body absorbs the city, by transforming it in a substance that fits closely on personal
experiences, on direct contacts with a piece of ground, with the ears of a statue or the slat of a
bench. The artists will present in Bucharest the experience of resonance to a fixed setting that
they could re-build once they have personalized it.”
photo _ Cosmin Manolescu

[blog post by Fearghus Ó Conchúir,
reproduced from www.fearghus.net]

A blog post on Wounded Cities and our first days in Bucharest.
When we were asked to introduce ourselves yesterday at the first gathering of the
whole E-motional Bodies and Cities Research group in the Zona D studio in Bucharest, we were encouraged to say something that had an emotional impact on us. What
I mentioned was the feeling of pleasure I’ve experienced at finding elements of this
E-motional experience connecting to each other in different ways and more importantly connecting beyond E-motional to other parts of my life: last week I was in Cyprus
working with Olga as an extension of our E-motional research, we saw Arianna there but
the circumstances of financial crisis and uncertainty meant that it was relevant to bring
my preparation for Cure into the research. The previous week, as Curator of the Artistic
Programme at Firkin Crane, I had welcomed Madalina to Cork for her performance (with
Mihaela Dancs) of (anti)aging and invited Luke there to lead a post-show discussion.
And we got to connect with Gemma, Mircea and Laura from the other research group in
Cork too as they presented their Internal Facade performance.
However another unexpected and rewarding connection has been between this E-motional research and my very new PhD research in Geography. I’ve written before about
the Art and Geography conference I attended earlier this year in Lyon where I realised
the value and relevance of our e-motional mapping process. At the conference I heard
Dr Karen Till present a paper on some of her research on Wounded Cities, focusing in
particular on the clearance of the El Cartucho slum area in Bogota and the resultant
displacement of the existing inhabitants to make way for a new park of The Third Millennium. Karen is in the Geography department in Maynooth where I am doing my PhD and
along with Prof Gerry Kearns, my supervisor, has been building exciting links between
academic geographers and a range of artists in Ireland and abroad. In Bogota Karen’s
focus has been not only on the wounding of the city caused by this displacement of a
long-existing community, but on the reparative work of care carried out through artistic
interventions by the Mapa Teatro theatre group.
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April 7: Wounded Cities
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Karen’s work has been in my mind through out our E-motional research since the
displacement of docklands communities in Dublin to make way for a new Docklands
driven by financial services and international investment, as well as the displacement
of Greek and Turkish Cypriot communities in the wake of the 1974 invasion there has
meant the themes of her work were apposite to our enquiry. Coming to Bucharest
has given the notion of wounded city an even stronger relevance. As a preamble to
our first walk, we watched Off the Map (2006), a film by Ioana Marinescu and Robert
Fearns. The film details the erasure at Ceaușescu‘s instigation in 1984 of an estimated 40,000 home in 3 days to make way for the gargantuan Palace of the People (the
world’s second biggest civilian building) and the Victory of Socialism Boulevard that
leads to it. To this day, the number of displaced people is a secret and though Ceausescu was overthrown, the building project was completed and is now home to the
country’s parliament, a symbol of national pride, and has become an important tourist
destination in the city. Interviewing former residents of the area in 2000 as well as
people on streets around the Palace, the films asks: ‘Is private remembering alienated
by organised forgetting?’
The fact that the other research group is based at the National Museum of Contemporary Art (MNAC) which is situated in the Palace of the People makes this history difficult to ignore. However that organised forgetting and the troubled history it represses
has re-emerged, not unsurprisingly Freud would have said, in the illegal destruction by
the Municipality of the Hala Matache, a protected heritage site and working market in
the area just behind the Zona D studios where our research group is based. The area
has a big Roma population but the market has been popular because its prices are
cheap in comparison to other places in a city where big shopping malls are proliferating and giant advertising billboards blight the city’s buildings.
Hala Matache was demolished just this month under cover of night and despite legal
opposition, negotiation and a campaign of protest by NGOs. The plan is to build a
motor-way through the city to connect The Palace of the People to the Government
building. It will be a motorway that allows cars to travel quickly but obstructs pedestrians and destroys a neighbourhood. In echoes of the clearances that preceded the
building of the Palace of the People, parts of the Hala’s structure were removed so
that, according to the architect Celia Ghyka who took us on a tour of the area, the
building would fall of its own accord. In the Off the Map film, former residents tell of
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how buildings weren’t completely destroyed in the first round of demolition but sufficiently ravaged so that they were uninhabitable and also vulnerable to the predations of scavangers and of
the elements. There seems a particular cruelty in not administering a fatal blow.
When Hala Matache was eventually demolished concrete blocks were erected around the site to
conceal the activity.
Seeing them reminded me of what Ceausescu’s designers had done erecting high rise buildings
along the Victory of Socialism Boulevard that concealed the destruction behind. ‘Curtains of
concrete’ is the phrase that the film uses to describe them.
Covered in white fabric, the concrete around Hala Matache is all the more literally curtain.
What impact will this have on the people who live in the area? I also wonder what impact it will
have on people who don’t live in the area but whose city is nonetheless wounded?
Karen Till’s work on Wounded cities, as detailed in her article in Political Geography, draws on
Mindy Fullilove’s concept of root shock (Fullilove, M. T. (2004). Root shock: How tearing up city
neighborhoods hurts America, and what we can do about it. New York: One World/Ballatine
Press.)
Root shock is ‘the traumatic stress reaction to the destruction of all or part of one’s emotional
ecosystem’ (p. 11). Fullilove draws a parallel of root shock to the physiological shock experienced
by a person who loses massive amounts of fluid as a result of injury, a shock that threatens the
whole body’s ability to function. - Karen Till
Noting the connection of root-shock to a corporal experience, I also recognise the provenance of
the term in the systemic shock experienced by plants that have been uprooted. Seeing the open
soil of La Matache, I remember the bog we visited on our first E-motional Bodies and Cities research in Ireland. I see the grave in the holes there, but also the soil turned over for planting. Can
we plant flowers there? Can we plant something that’s not a motorway? As we walked through
the area, Roma children were playing fearlessly on the soil. Can their play move forward beyond
the shock?
As we walked around La Matache we passed a gutted building whose interior was filled with rubbish bags (colourful as Olga has noted, like the vibrant colours of the Romanian flag). An old man
in a dark overcoat made his way slowly and a little unsteadily through the rubbish. I have no idea
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what he was doing – going to the toilet? – but the image of him wading through rubbish was arresting and
moving and also familiarly so. It was if he was in a performance. I already recognised him as a striking image
(from Beckett perhaps with a plastic update) and there is much that we’ve encountered in Bucharest that
already has the familiarity of a performance for me (the drunk man in the middle of the street, slowly, slowly
rolling down through his spine like a dancer at the beginning of class, to pick up something from the street, as
cars swerved to avoid him. Him repeating the action, to underline his choreographic sensibility.) This already
existing plenitude of performance challenges the need for us to bring our performance-research to these
streets, though maybe it invites us. More importantly, my recognition of these images makes me wonder
memories of other wounds I am seeing here:
Places, even when materially demolished, remained haunted by what Casey (2000) describes as the ‘unresolved remainders of memory’. For Casey, memory traces are ‘re-discov- ered’ with evolving circumstances
through time (belatedness). These unresolved remainders ‘do not consist of depositions laid down as is assumed in theories preoccupied with leaving marks and traces in an unchanging material base but in pathways
that branch off every more diversely into a multiple futurity’ (p. 277). At some moments in time and in some
places, we might encounter those residuals and move through pasts to possible futures and return differently
to presents. Places are thus both personal and social, made of human and non-human lives. Through making
and maintaining places, individuals sustain the mazeways and enacted assemblages created through personal, bodily, social, and material worlds. Karen Till
So what do we do about it?
‘Trauma does not occur from an event or occurrence that caused pain or suffering per se, but from an individual’s inability to give the past some sort of story. ‘ Karen Till, ‘Reply: Trauma, citizenship and ethnographic
responsibility’,
I’ve written enough in this blog post already but the work of this time in Bucharest is oriented in relation to
that question of what do we do? (Who are we?, Should we do anything? To whom is our responsibility?).
What is most striking about Karen’s work on Wounded Cities is her sensitive reading of various artistic
interventions, particularly in relation to place memory and to the development of what she calls an placebased ethics of care. (Karen is not alone but is still unusual among academics in that she has developed her
theoretical work in response to practice rather than looking for examples of practice that can be made to
bolster an existing hypothesis.) Care has been a strong theme in our research from the outset, a care that we
test, evolve and model within our group (a collaboration of strangers who have become colleagues and now a
small and temporary community of friends) and that we share in the places we work. It is a concept that has
emerged in my work on Cure too.
What care can we exercise in Bucharest?

April 8

[Facebook page editor]
this morning the artists are visiting subRahova and meeting Mihai Mihalcea/ Farid Fairuz - and
get to know about Bucharest underground spaces. later in the evening - jam session with
Vlaicu Golcea (live music) and Cinty Ionescu (visuals)

April 8 Digging deeper

[blog post by Gemma Riggs]
Once again, we find ourselves trying to get a fuller understanding of our new environment. Our
home, the MNAC is an impressive building that is attached to Ceausescu ‘Palace for the People’,
and the history that surrounds it adds a sombre tone to the immaculate white walls and large open
spaces.
We leave for the suburbs, with a desire to get a more balanced / ordinary perception of Bucureşti. We get a bus and travel down wide roads south west out of the city. Our landscape becomes
dominated by tall blocks of flats. Mircea suggests we get off the bus at a large market. The place is
lively and has a warm and vibrant atmosphere. A strawberry seller sings a little song to encourage
us to buy her strawberries.
I am drawn to this ‘practical exercise’ for looking, written by Georges Perec in his book Species of
Spaces and other Places:
Observe the street, from time to time, with some concern for system perhaps.
Apply yourself, take your time.
Note down what you can see. Anything worthy of note going on.
Do you know how to see what’s worthy of note? Is there anything that strikes you?
Nothing strikes you. You don’t know how to see.
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Kaspars encourages us to enter a bar which appears uninviting. Men sit and drink the
same brand of beer, some chat, some stare whilst others play slot machines. Laura and
I are the only women in the place. Initial apprehension turns to a feeling of having conquered this space. We are definitely intruders (a man takes a picture of us) but no-one
makes any fuss.
And another quote from Perec…. “There are spaces of every kind, every use and every
function. To live is to pass from one space to another, while doing your very best not to
bump yourself”

April 9

[Facebook page editor]
“first it was a rumor, then it was too late”. we just had Dan Perjovschi passing through different
layers of recent history, unravelling the becoming of his practice to the AR enlarged group

April 11: The Poetics of My Physical Body
[Alexis Vassiliou]

Head. Brain. Hair. Eyebrows. Eyes. Ears. Nose. Mouth. Tongue. Lips. Chin. Neck. Oesphagus.
Trachea. Arms. Lungs. Heart. Diaphragm. Stomach. Liver. Intestines. Kidneys. Hands. Fingers.
Nails. Bladder. Pubic hair. Penis. Testicles. Rectum. Legs. Knees. Feet. Toes. Nails.

April 12

[Facebook page editor]
Starting from the performative walk as a practice of getting to know and of mapping a neighborhood (Dublin/Limassol/Bucharest group), to bringing dance on a radio, to discovering the rhythm of
a skate-park or the pace of a pair of boots walking in the rain, through mud (Riga/London/Bucharest group), to a performative experiment exploring resonance through movement (Ozlem Alkis/Vlaicu Golcea), or to capturing the present in order to leave it as inheritance to those that we will be 30
years from now – (anti) aging, the E-Motional festival celebrates artistic processes and experiment.
We hope to make visible things that prove to be invisible most of the time. Let’s get started now, it’s
D day!

April 12 windows wide open
[blog post by Mary Wycherley]
a morning stroll with a city of textures
freshness of air sweeps
something to come…
suggestions of…
i am here,
i am Welcomed here.
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April 14

[Facebook page editor]
what will we feel when this series of quite intense days will stop? capturing the present would
be a solution for anti aging. the old ladies Madalina Dan and Mihaela Dancs have a way of doing that you will not forget. this evening first we see Internal Facade, changing presence, pace
and bi + tri-dimensional positioning with Mircea Ghinea, Laura Murphy and Gemma Riggs. then
we ask ourselves what would it be that we leave as inheritance for ourselves for after 30 years.
the old ladies propose a performance for 2041. be there!

April 14

[Facebook page editor]
it’s the last day and we are having emotional cakes and chocolate. it’s been great. what now?

April 17: Walking the city

[blog post by Fearghus Ó Conchúir
reproduced from www.fearghus.net]

From our experience of doing the final E-motional Mapping in Limassol with a big group of
people following us, we knew that such a crowd of specific spectators had a big impact on
how we experienced our process and on how we manifested that experience. Having a large
gathering of people on the streets has the practical impact of changing the dynamic and energy of the environment. It occasionally obscures the geometry of the quintet and so challenges
our ability to compose with the shape of our relationship in the city. Moreover, even though we
are clear that this work is not a performance, the crowd of designated spectators which has
gathered specifically to follow us (as distinct from the casual spectators who encounter us on
the route) creates a frame that we are drawn to fill. And so with the spectators in Limassol we
expanded our physicality and accepted being visible in a more performative way.
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Aware that more than 40 people had booked to join us for our final walk in Bucharest, we considered carefully how we should organise their experience and ours. The sensitivity in the area about
the destruction of Matache meant that it was necessary for the E-motional Bodies and Cities organisers, Cosmin and Stefania, to get a permit for our route. The problem wasn’t so much our exploration of the neighbourhood, which we conducted daily without official sanction, but the large group
that followed us that might be construed as a demonstration. We initially asked for permission to
follow a route through the Matache market and through some less sensitive local streets. Only the
route through the streets away from Matache was permitted.
So that we wouldn’t have a group of 40 following us however and so that the powerful experience
of visiting Matache wasn’t completely lost to our process sharing, we decided to split the group in
two. One would find us on the sanctioned route, doing what for the purposed of official legibility
was called a ‘dance parade’. The other group would be divided into smaller units of 5 (reflecting
our geometry) and sent to the market with tasks that would help those participating experience for
themselves the process we engage in and also bring back to the bigger group a sense of the market. Given that the ‘dance parade’ would take place in the permitted streets and that others were
simply visiting a market, we didn’t anticipate any problems and printed instructions accordingly
(thanks to Luke’s combination of artistic and practical design skills).
However on the morning of our presentation, Cosmin and Stefania received a call from the police
requiring them to confirm that no one would be visiting the market and rather than put them into
any legal jeopardy we had to abandon our plan to send 20 people to the market, knowing that the
police’s alertness to our activity would make such a group too visible. We didn’t lose the market
completely however but chose a smaller number of people to experience the market individually
and therefore less conspicuously (although some who took photos were spotted and warned from
doing so again). This solution wasn’t ideal but the whole situation did remind us that our work of
placing the body in relation to the city has an unavoidably political dimension. Aptly, the theme for
our research in Bucharest was the politics of the body and though we hadn’t chosen to deviate
from the process we developed in Dublin and Limassol to specifically address that theme, the
process found its way to foreground it nonetheless.
Having a large group follow us changed our walk in Bucharest as it had in Limassol: so did the
presence of plain clothes and uniformed police officers who followed us throughout. The plainclothes officer filmed everyone at the start of the walk probably to have a record of the participants
in case of any trouble. The police officers were not unfriendly, although their guns were disconcerting. I had found a small plastic gun (with Made in China stamped on it) earlier in the week and
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secreted it under a bench in the dog park on our route, along with a broken mirror and a piece
of honey-comb. I hadn’t really known why I was keeping the little gun that I would visit on our
walks each day. I understood the broken mirror as a simple metaphor for our fractured reflections of the city in our walking practice and the empty honey-comb connected to our group
activity and to the many holes that distinguished our route in the city. Having the policemen
and their guns finally gave a post-facto purpose to my impulse. Early in the walk, the policemen found me covering Luke with crumbled plaster.
I had found him lying on the side of the street and, reminded of our interaction in the Carob
Factory in Limassol where I buried him in carob seeds, I found what I could to ‘bury’ him again.
The police asked if everything was ok and if this was part of our dance. I said yes. But Luke’s
lying on the ground prompted anger in some local onlookers who berated the police for allowing this to happen. A local elderly lady however came to help Luke to his feet, not distressed,
not angry but careful.
The police passed me a little later as I held a position waiting for our quintet to advance. I
asked them if everything was ok. The one who spoke English said ‘yes’ but that he didn’t understand what we were doing. I explained that we had been experiencing this route for the past
week, its details, atmospheres, architecture, history and that we were communicating what
we perceived in our bodies. He said he understood. As we progressed, I felt these policemen
become guardians as much as surveillance.
As aspect of my nascent studies in human geography that connects directly and helpfully to
my work has been the understanding of space not just as a set of physical parameters but
as a nexus of contested histories, and imagined futures experienced through the body as an
emotional, psychological and social entity. Our mapping of these particular streets in Bucharest
is not scientific. We change the experience of those streets for one another just as much as a
crowd of spectators does. We bring our shared history, our memories of other cities as well as
our impressions of other parts of Bucharest and ‘find’ those memories again in these particular
streets.
As we walked on Saturday I noticed Arianna start to dance to the music that was being played
from a car radio on the street. The memory of our group boogey outside the ice-cream shop/
café in Limassol where the owner would wait for us to pass so he could turn up the music for
us. Without saying it, we all recognised this moment and found our Limassol boogey on the
streets of Bucharest.
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It pleased me very much that Romanians recognised their city in our group walk, feeling its tensions, textures and possibilities through us. It pleased me that Madalina was proud that we had
achieved this manifestation in her city. It pleased me also that others identified the challenge to a
capitalist expediency and efficiency that our slow and careful noticing of the environment might
represent. Our walk is not a ready commodity. It doesn’t come packaged in a performance-friendly
arc of narrative or rhythmical development. It is not homogenous. Olga, Luke, Madalina, Arianna
and I engage in the process in our distinct ways and and the group practice is an amalgam of that
diversity rather than a uniformity imposed on each individual. A hurling, rugby or soccer team is not
made only of backs or forwards.

April 30

[Facebook page editor]
E-Motional is officially closing today, but the project goes on. cheers to everyone.

Stills from a video material part of ReVerbs [RO-TR, performative installation, 2013]
by/with: Özlem Alkış (TR) & Vlaicu Golcea (RO); video: Andrei Gâțu; animation: Mihai Păcurar.
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